LCD Computer Manual:
1. Connect to the power, the machine warm-up for 5 seconds, the screen is

all bright and display the current temperature & cartridge change
reminder. If the machine no water pressure or water pressure is not
enough, the

will be bright, and the machine with “di---”

alarm; if the machine with normal water pressure, the

will

be bright (Flush for 90 seconds), at the same time, it display the current
temperature, the default is ℃.

2. When the machine is producing water, the screen display

, the “water producing” display is dynamic flounce, at the same
time, water quality display current TDS and working temperature.

3. When the pressure tank is full, the screen is display

and

current water quality; 5 seconds later, the machine is automatically
flushing for 8 seconds and then stops working. After water usage, the
machine repeat the step 2, after the standby instrument working for 7.5
hours, it will automatically flush for 90 seconds. (repeat)

4. Cartridge change reminder classify for 5 grades, first grade preparative

time is about 3 months, (according to the water flow), the small pane of
every grade reminder will gradually exhaust along with water usage
increase, when the small pane is exhausted, the

will alarm and

twinkle remind. After cartridge changing, “Confirm” button restoration,
the

will inspect and timing newly.

5. The second grade preparative time is about 6 months, the third grade is

about 7- 8 months, the fourth grade is about 36 months, and the fifth is
about 18 months, (according to the water quality), the working principle
and operation method is same as the step 4.
6. This controller self is with power-off memory system, first use display is

Chinese (the default is Chinese display).
7. If press English symbol, twinkle flounce, press “Confirm” button, display

confirm is the current choose; If not press the “Confirm” button and
press “choose” button, the display is first grade cartridge change remind
system twinkle flounce, press the “Confirm” button, the current grade
reiteration to Zero, water use memory start newly. And then If not press
the “Confirm” button and press “choose” button, the display is second
grade cartridge change remind system, it is ordinal until to fifth grade,
then press “choose” button, the temperature display method (Fahrenheit
or Centigrade

); if not press the “Confirm” button, after 3 seconds

the machine automatically enter into working condition state at any
condition; and then press “choose” button, the buzzer

is

twinkling, press “Confirm” button may choose open or close of the
buzzer.
8. Press the “strong flush” button, the machine is automatically flushing for

90 seconds.

9. Water quality

is TDS, the reference quantities of water

quality is settled in 25 ℃, when the TDS is surpass 50PPM, the machine
will alarm and remind.

